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The Red-Blak Wavelet Transform and the Lifting ShemeGeert Uytterhoeven� Adhemar BultheelyDeember 11, 2000AbstratWe reall how the lifting idea an be used to onstrut nonseparable wavelets on thequinunx grid but we also illustrate how this idea leads to the onstrution of a new kindof seond generation wavelets on grids that are alternatingly hexagonal and triangular.These wavelets are onstruted using a 2D lifting sheme whih is based on a red-blakbloking sheme. Compared to lassial tensor produt wavelets on the same grid, thesenew wavelets show less anisotropy.1 IntrodutionClassial one-dimensional wavelet transforms an be extended to more dimensions usingtensor produts, yielding a separable multi-dimensional transform. A disadvantage of thistehnique is the introdution of an anisotropy in the wavelet deomposition. In the two-dimensional ase, a tensor produt wavelet transform will favor horizontal, vertial and di-agonal features of the original data. Other features are not that easily deteted.Non-separable wavelets an provide a solution to this. They allow for the onstrution oftwo-dimensional wavelets on e.g. latties (e.g. on the so alled `quinunx' lattie [6, 4℄) or onhexagonal grids [10, 8, 7, 2℄. Almost all of these are heavily based on Fourier tranforms, justlike the lassial wavelets.Seond generation wavelets designed using the lifting sheme are another option. Thelifting sheme is a generi method to reate wavelets on intervals, irregular samplings, meshes,manifolds, . . . , without relying on the Fourier transform. The lassial one-dimensionalwavelets an be onstruted using lifting, too. Therefore one has to deompose the �ltersinto lifting steps. However, one an design new transforms diretly using the lifting tehnique.In that ase the reonstrution of the underlying �lters will require some e�ort. The liftingidea has been well established now for one dimensional regular grids. For irregular gridssome numerial problems have yet to be oped with. For the regular grids in the 2 or moredimensional ase, the separable wavelets are easy generalizations of the 1D ase. For aninreased symmetry however one needs nonseparable wavelets and in that ase only little has�Sony Software Development Center Europe (SDCE), Sint-Stevens-Woluwestraat 55, B-1130 Brussels, Bel-gium, Geert.Uytterhoeven�sonyom.om, http://home.tvd.be/r26864/yDepartment of Computer Siene, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001 Heverlee,Belgium, Adhemar.Bultheel�s.kuleuven.a.be 1



been published onerning the lifting sheme in the 2D ase. The general ideas however areexposed in the reent paper. [5℄.In this text, we present a new kind of seond generation wavelets on a hexagonal gridonstruted using the lifting sheme. The idea is to apply the Red-Blak lifting tehnique thatwe desribed in [15℄ for a retangular grid also on hexagonal grids. It is a diret generalizationof the onstrution of the CFD(2,2) (Cohen-Daubehies-Fauveau wavelets with 2 primal and2 dual vanishing moments) wavelets in the 1-dimensional ase.2 The Lifting Sheme2.1 IntrodutionThe lifting sheme is an algorithm to alulate wavelet transforms in an eÆient way. It foundits roots in a method to improve a given wavelet transform to obtain some spei� properties.Later it was extended to a generi method to reate so-alled `Seond Generation' wavelets.In de 1D ase, these are wavelets that need not be obtained as dilates and translates of onefuntion. They are muh more exible and an be used to de�ne a wavelet basis on an intervalor on an irregular grid, or even on a sphere. The lifting sheme an also be used to introduewavelets without using the onept of Fourier transform. Several introdutions to the liftingsheme are available [12, 13, 9, 11℄.Seond generation wavelets are more general in the sense that all the lassial waveletsan be generated by the lifting sheme. In fat, the deomposition of a lassial wavelet �lterinto lifting steps an be easily obtained via the Eulidean algorithm [3℄.2.2 Predit and UpdateThe wavelet transform of a 1D signal is a multiresolution representation of that signal wherethe wavelets are the basis funtions whih at eah resolution level give a highly deorrelatedrepresentation. Thus at eah level, the signal is split into a high pass and a low pass partand the low pass part is split again et. These high pass and low pass parts are obtained byapplying orresponding wavelet �lters. In general these �lters are oupled if ertain onditionsare to be ful�lled, like for example perfet reonstrution.The lifting sheme is an eÆient implementation of these �ltering operations at eah levelwhen omputing a disrete wavelet transform. So suppose that the low resolution part of asignal at level j + 1 is given and that it onsists of a data set whih we represent by �j+1.This set is transformed into two other sets at level j: the low resolution part �j and the highresolution part j . This is obtained �rst by just splitting the data set �j+1 into two separatedata subsets �j and j. Traditionally this is done by separating the set of even samples andthe set of odd samples. Suh a splitting is sometimes referred to as the lazy wavelet transform.Doing just this of ourse does not improve our representation of the signal. Therefore, thenext step is to reombine these two sets in several subsequent lifting steps whih deorrelatethe two signals.Lifting steps usually ome in pairs of a primal and a dual lifting step. A dual lifting stepan be seen as a predition: the data j are `predited' from the data in the subset �j. When2



the signals are still highly orrelated, then suh a predition will usually be very good, andthus we do not have to keep this information in both signals. That is why we an keep j andstore only the part of j that is not preditable (the predition error). Thus j is replaed byj �P(�j) where P represents the predition operator. This is the real deorrelating step.However, the new representation has lost ertain basi properties, whih one usually wantsto keep, like for example the mean value of the signal. To restore this property, one needs aprimal lifting step, whereby the set �j is updated with data omputed from the (new) subsetj . Thus �j is replaed by �j + U(j) with U some updating operator.In general, several suh lifting steps an be applied in sequene to go from level j + 1 tolevel j.The priniples that were just explained beome very lear in the ase of the simple CFD(2,2) transform that we give below in Setion 2.4. The odd samples are predited by linearinterpolation of the neighbouring even samples and are therefore replaed by the interpolationerror. The even samples are updated to preserve the mean value of the signal.To reapitulate, let us onsider a simple lifting sheme with only one pair of lifting steps.Then to go from level j + 1 to level j one has to perform the following three steps.Splitting (lazy wavelet transform) Partition the data set �j+1 into two distint data sets �jand j .Predition (dual lifting) Predit the data in the set j by the data set �j.j  j �P(�j):Update (primal lifting) Update the data in the set �j by the data in set j.�j  �j + U(j):These steps an be repeated by iteration on the �j, reating a multi-level transform or multi-resolution deomposition.2.3 The Inverse TransformOne of the great advantages of the lifting sheme realization of a wavelet transform is thatit deomposes the wavelet �lters into extremely simple elementary steps, and eah of thesesteps is very easily invertible. As a result, the inverse transform an always be obtainedimmediately from the forward transform. The inversion rules are obvious: revert the orderof the operations, invert the signs in the lifting steps, and replae the splitting step by amerging step. Thus, inverting the three step proedure above results inInverse update �j  �j � U(j);Inverse predition j  j + P(�j);Merge �j+1  �j + j :3



2.4 Example: Cohen-Daubehies-FeauveauOne popular family of lassial biorthogonal wavelets that �ts in the above sheme are thewavelets onstruted by Cohen, Daubehies and Feauveau [1℄. Espeially its member with twovanishing moments for both the primal and dual wavelet (hene named CDF (2; 2) wavelet)is widely used.Thanks to the lifting sheme, the aompanying wavelet transform an be implementedin an eÆient way (see e.g. [16℄). From the seond generation viewpoint, one transform stepof a disrete signal x = fxkg looks like:Splitting Split the signal x (i.e. �j+1) into even samples (i.e. �j) and odd samples (i.e. j):si  x2i;di  x2i+1
Predition Predit the odd samples using linear interpolation:di  di � 12(si + si+1):
Update Update the even samples to preserve the mean value of the samples:si  si + 14(di�1 + di):
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As a result, the signal s = fskg is a oarse representation of the original signal x, whilethe signal d = fdkg ontains the high frequeny information that is lost when going fromresolution level j + 1 to resolution level j.The same kind of interpolation sheme an be used for interpolating polynomials of higherdegree. These lifting shemes need some speial are at the boundaries if one wants thewavelets to live expliitly on the disrete set where the data are de�ned. A whole family oflifting shemes an be onstruted in this way [14℄, of whih the above example is just thesimplest possible ase.Note that this transform works on one-dimensional data. For two-dimensional data, itan be applied row and olumnwise, resulting in a tensor produt wavelet transform. This isa separable transform.3 The Red-Blak Wavelet TransformIn the previous setion, we presented the priniple of onstruting wavelet transforms bythe lifting sheme in a very general setting. It was not assumed that the data sets wereone-dimensional for example. The same priniple and the same desription an be appliedfor two or more dimensional data as well. As an illustration, we apply these ideas to a two-dimensional ase: a two-dimensional analog of the one-dimensional CDF (2, 2) wavelet. In[15℄ we used an approah inspired by the well-known Red-Blak Gauss-Seidel tehnique forthe iterative solving of linear systems, on a quinunx lattie, and alled it the `Red-Blakwavelet transform'.However, the priniple behind the Red-Blak wavelet transform is not restrited to quin-unx latties. It an be extended easily to other grids. In this paper we will apply it to planarhexagonal and triangular grids. Note that it is not limited to planar grids: (semi-)regulargrids on a sphere are also possible.3.1 A Quinunx GridLet us �rst reall the Red-Blak tehnique in the ase of a regular retangular grid. Thereare two stages: a Horizontal-Vertial lifting and a diagonal lifting.3.1.1 Horizontal-Vertial liftingSplitting: The even-odd splitting from the 1D ase is now hanged into a hekerboard split-ting. In aordane with the the Gauss-Seidel Red-Blak tehnique we shall all thesquares here also red (the subset �j) and blak (the subset j). See Figure 1.Predition: We have to predit the red values by the neighboring blak ones. As for theCFD(2,2) wavelet, we take for the predition of a blak value, the avarage of the 4losest red values and we keep de di�erene. Thus for the red valuesblaki  blaki � 14 0� Xj2K(i) redj1A5
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‘‘Predict’’

Dual Lifting Primal Lifting

‘‘Update’’Figure 1: Quinunx Red-Blak splitting and lifting steps.where K(i) is the index-set of the 4 nearest red neighbours of blaki. Note that xkl isblak, i.e., xk;l 2 j i� k mod 2 6= l mod 2Update: For the update step, we arrange that the mean value remains unhanged. This isobtained by hoosing the following update for the blak values:redi  redi + 18 0� Xj2R(i) redj1Awhere R(i) is the index-set of the 4 nearest blak neighbours of redi. Note that xkl isred, i.e., xk;l 2 �j i� k mod 2 = l mod 23.1.2 Diagonal liftingFor the next stage, we have to ontinue with the red values (�j) whih we split into blue enyellow ones. We have again a hekerboard but now the values are arranged diagonalwise.Splitting: The splitting is obvious and illustrated of Figure 2.Predition: The yellow value is predited by the average of the 4 nearest blue ones and againthe di�erene is kept. yellowi  yellowi � 14 0� Xj2Y(i)bluej1Awhere Y(i) is the index-set of the 4 nearest blue neighbours of yellowi. Note that xklis yellow, i� k mod 2 = 1 = l mod 2. 6
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‘‘Predict’’

Dual Lifting Primal Lifting

‘‘Update’’Figure 2: Quinunx Blue-Yellow splitting and lifting steps.Update: We modify the blue values to keep the average:bluei  bluei + 18 0� Xj2B(i) yellowj1Awhere B(i) is the index-set of the 4 nearest yellow neighbours of bluei. Note that xkl isblue, i� k mod 2 = 0 = l mod 2.Now one is bak in the Horizontal-Vertial situation and these two stages an be repeated.3.2 A Regular Hexagonal GridThe idea, just like in the CDF(2, 2) wavelet, is that we �rst split the data in two subsets. Thequinunx ase that we onsidered above already shows that there is a two-stage algorithmneeded to work through beause the on�guration of the red subset need not be the same asthe on�guration of the set one started with.If we start out with the hexagonal onfuguration, then the splitting into a red and a blaksubset is rather obvious as shown in Figure 3. Note that the red and blak subsets are ontriangular, not hexagonal, grids.Thus we have a red subset �j and a blak subset j . Then we predit the values of the redsubset �j from its three immediate neighbors in the blak set. In aordane with the CDF(2, 2) lifting sheme, we take for this predition an average of these three neighbors. Theelements in �j are replaed by their predition errors. Next, we have to make an updatingstep for the data in the red subset j , whih is based on the (new) blak values, to preservethe mean value of the data.Splitting: The set �j+1 is split in the red subset �j , and the blak subset j.7



Predict:

Update:

Figure 3: Red-Blak splitting and lifting steps.Predition: The blak samples are predited using linear interpolation based on the threeneighboring red samples: blaki  blaki � 13 0� Xj2K(i) redj1A ;with K(i) the set of three nearest red neighbors of blaki:Update: The red samples are updated using the three neighboring blak samples to preservethe mean value: redi  redi + 16 0� Xj2R(i) blakj1A ;with R(i) the set of three nearest blak neighbors of redi:As a result, beause the averaging operation smooths the data, the values orrespondingto the red samples are a low resolution representation of the original grid, while the blaksamples ontain the detail information. The inverse transform is straightforward.3.3 A Regular Triangular GridFor the subsequent resolution level j � 1, we are left with the (new) red set �j from theprevious level. However, as mentioned before, these red data are arranged on a triangulargrid. Thus we annot repeat the same operation as on the previous resolution level. Instead8
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Figure 4: Blue-Yellow splitting and lifting steps.we hose the following approah. Again we start by splitting �j into two subsets: the bluesubset �j�1 and the yellow subset j�1 (see Figure 4). Note that this is not a balanedsplitting: the blue subset is twie as large as the yellow subset. The blue subset is on aregular hexagonal grid.Then we predit the values of the blue subset �j from its six immediate neighbors in theyellow set. In aordane with the CDF (2, 2) lifting sheme, we take for this predition anaverage of these six neighbors. The elements in �j are replaed by their predition errors.Next, we have to make an updating step for the data in the blue subset j , whih is basedon the (new) yellow values, to preserve the mean value of the data.Splitting The red set in Figure 3 (the data �j) is redrawn in Figure 4 and is partitioned inthe blue (the data �j�1) and yellow (the data j�1) subsets.Predition The yellow samples are predited using linear interpolation based on the six neigh-boring blue samples: yellowi  yellowi � 19 0� Xj2Y(i)bluej1A ;with Y(i) the set of six nearest blue neighbors of yellowi:Update The blue samples are updated using the three neighboring yellow samples to preservethe mean value: bluei  bluei + 16 0� Xj2B(i) yellowj1A ;9



with B(i) the set of three nearest yellow neighbors of bluei:Result: the blue samples (�j�1) are a low resolution representation of the original grid,while the yellow samples ontain the detail information. Again, the inverse transform isstraightforward.3.4 More Resolution LevelsFor the next resolution level, we have to deompose the blue subset further, but sine thissubset is again loated on a hexagonal grid, we an do again a red-blak update. Note thatthe hexagonal grid is rotated over 30Æ degrees, ompared to our �rst step. It is seen that wewill have alternatingly a red-blak and a blue-yellow splitting to pass through the subsequentresolution levels.3.5 In-plae TransformThe above transform is 100% in-plae and all oeÆients will be interleaved. This is one ofthe powerful features of the lifting sheme: it does not require additional memory to alulatethe forward or inverse transform.3.6 Basis FuntionsIn a lassial one-dimensional wavelet transform, all basis funtions are derived from twofuntions | the mother and the father wavelet | by dilation and translation. In the aseof one-dimensional bi-orthogonal wavelets, there is also a dual basis. However, in our on-strution we use di�erent wavelet transforms for the even and odd steps1. As a onsequeneall basis funtions are derived from three2 funtions. These three funtions an be obtainedby hoosing a blue, a yellow or a red sample to take a nonzero value and setting all otheroeÆients equal to zero. Then the inverse transform is applied to these data, in priniplefor an in�nite number of levels, whih results in the basis funtions .Graphs of these basis funtions sheme are shown in Figures 5 and 6.3.7 Properties of the Red-Blak WaveletsRed-Blak wavelets are not onstruted as tensor-produts of lassial one-dimensional wave-lets.Beause a regular hexagonal grid has more symmetry than a square or retangular grid,we expet these Red-Blak wavelets to be less anisotropi than their ounterparts on a ret-angular grid [15℄.Unfortunately the Blue-Yellow step disturbes the symmetry, beause of two reasons:1. A triangular grid has less symmetry than a square or retangular grid.1Due to the rotation about 90Æ after the Blue-Yellow step, we have 2 more basis funtions, but these aresimple dilates and rotates of the 2 other funtions2We do not onsider the intermediate basis funtions orresponding to the low pass parts after the red-blak/blue-yellow lifting steps. 10



(a) (b)Figure 5: Graphs of the basis funtions for the Red-Blak wavelet transform: (a) 3D viewand (b) top view of the basis funtion orresponding to the low-pass part of the Red-Blakstep. The spiral behavior is learly visible in the top view.

(a) (b)Figure 6: Graphs of the basis funtions for the Red-Blak wavelet transform: 3D views of thebasis funtions orresponding to the high-pass parts of the (a) Red-Blak and (b) Blue-Yellowsteps. 11



2. We perform a non-balaned splitting in this step: the blue (`low pass') subset is twieas large as the yellow (`high pass') subset.As a onsequene the basis funtions are not as symmetri as one would expet. Theyeven show some spiral behavior (fr. Figure 5b).4 Relation with other hexagonal waveletsWhen ompared with existing literature [10, 8, 7, 2, 5℄ about hexagonal wavelets, our approahis somewhat di�erent.First we start from a truely hexagonal grid on whih the data are given. In [2℄ for example,the grid is atually triangular (like in our Blue-Yellow step) and the term hexagonal is usedbeause every grid point has 6 nearest neighbours. The grid onsidered there is in fat givenby �Z2 with � = � 1 �1=20 p3=2 � :This orresponds to our grid for the Blue-Yellow step. The hexagonal grid of the Red-Blakstep is a subgrid of the same triangular grid but rotated over 30Æ (or 90Æ whih is the same,given the symmetry of the problem).The subsampling onsidered in [2℄ is separable beause given by a diagonal matrix D =diag(2; 2). Here we have for the Blue-Yellow step a nonseparable subsampling given by thematrix D = � 3 10 �1 � :Whih means that we have jdetDj�1 = 2 osets given by shifted versions of the subgrid DZ2given by the shifts �i = (i; 0)T , i = 1; 2. And hene�Z2 = 2[i=0�(DZ2+ �i)where �0 = (0; 0)T . For the Red-Blak stage, everything is rotated over 30 degrees, but apartfrom that, the subsampling is on the red subgrid DZ2 with now the subsampling matrixD = � 2 11 2 � :Whih has again jdetDj � 1 = 2 osets with shifts �i = (i; 0)T , i = 1; 2. One of these is theblak subgrid, the other one ollets the enters of the hexagons whih do not ontain datain our setting.Beause of these rotations over 30 degrees everytime one swithes from a Red-Blak gridto a Blue-Yellow grid, this has a spiralling e�et that an be seen in the graphs of the basisfuntions.The expliit onstrution of the �lters is umbersome and is not needed for implementa-tions reasons. So we leave it to the inspiration of the reader.12
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